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Conditions Spiraled Quickly
and Remain Treacherous
• Covid 19 stops interaction March 2020
• People lost jobs and income
• People stopped spending
• Businesses suffered and spiraled
• Supply chains withered or closed
• Shipping and ports remain problematic at best
• Semi‐conductor supply dwindled
• Businesses closed
• Restaurants, service (in a service economy)
• Panic continues with variants
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U.S. Economy Facing Potential Headwinds
•

There are multiple barriers to growth: the delta variant, China’s regulatory
crackdown, inflation, Fed taper talk, the Afghanistan withdrawal, hurricane Ida
and DC dysfunction.

•

US manufacturing as reported by purchasing managers continues to outperform
expectations and hit 15 months of consecutive growth. The growth appears to
be coming from an increase in orders and an expanding backlog of orders. It is
growing but struggling in its fight.

•

The global shipping crisis, which snarled global supply chains and produced
shutdowns is only getting worse. Covid is causing port closures, including a shut
down of one Chinese port ‐ the 3rd busiest container port in the world.

•

The shipping ripples jam warehouses and stretch rail and road capacity along
with raising prices everywhere. This could easily go into the holiday season.

•

Already looking like an expensive holiday season.

•

Housing prices are literally ‘through the roof.’ Although slightly down, finishing
the month the 20‐city US index is up 19% which is the highest on record back to
2001. Nationally, prices are now 41% higher than the peak of the housing boom
in 2006. Building supplies prices are captives of the supply chains.

•

These multiple challenges are wearing on consumer confidence which has
dropped to a 6‐month low.

•

Even with personal income up and consumer spending continuing to trend
higher, the consumer’s confidence level shows an understandable downward
trend.

Fe’s Dow

Delta, among other
factors, continues to
weigh on consumer
confidence

Fed’s Later Rather Than Sooner Stance
•

As expected, we got some direction from Fed Chair Powell’s comments at the
economic summit last month in Jackson Hole but perhaps not in the form
totally expected.

•

Although several Fed Presidents have spoken in favor of rolling back the
extraordinary support measures, Powell’s comments were very dovish.

•

Many economists feel they have to announce or start taper in November.

•

The Chair clearly uncoupled eventual tapering of the accommodative
measures from an overnight rate increase. This was not unexpected or
unreasonable, but the comments drove both yields and the dollar lower. This,
of course, again shows the perceived risks of the Delta variant slowing the
recovery.

•

Inflation remains an over‐riding question. The Fed has consistently warned
price increases will prove transitory and indeed there is some evidence to
support that thesis. However, with inflation already nearly three times the
Fed’s target level, that message is difficult for some in the market to buy into.

•

Though awash with liquid funds in the economy, investors, which drive rates,
are seemingly ignoring this rising inflation which is now at multi‐decade highs.
Perhaps Mr. Simon was right.

•

Stagflation is now a real question.

•

One controlling feature is Washington’s inability to re‐set the debt ceiling
which pressures the Treasury to operate under the ceiling and curtail issuance
at least partially. That will have to be addressed by October.

Manufacturing continues to signal
expansion within the economy

ROLE OF INFLATION
• Unemployment and inflation move inversely
• No job means no income = no spending

I continue to believe that the American
people have a love‐hate relationship with
inflation. They hate inflation but love
everything that causes it.”

• High employment creates inflation with spending
• Inflation—a sustained rise in the general price
level; that is, all prices are rising together.

‐ William E. Simon ( Prior Sec’y of Treasury)

• Inflation becomes a threat with high employment
and positive income projections
• But, deflation is worse….and stagflation
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Contributions to Inflation

COVID Sensitive Items having a profound effect on inflation
SENSITIVE
ITEMS
•

Lodging away
from home

•

Used cars

•

Car rentals

•

Airline fares

•

Televisions

•

Toys

•

Personal
computers

Source: Pictet Asset Management
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WHY ARE JOBS
SO CRITICAL
• Consumers do not spend as much when they are
worried about job security
• Confidence is tied to jobs
• Consumers quit looking for jobs or take jobs for which
they are overqualified and underpaid or ask for hand‐
outs
• Currently there are 1.3 jobs for every unemployed
person
• Why the difficulty to hire people???
• We in U.S. are consumers not savers
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Labor Force Participation

Those aged 25‐54 fueling the recent recovery
68%

84%

•

Labor force participation
rate flat at 61.6%

•

Participation for ages 25‐
54 increased to 81.7%

•

Percentage of US
population retired
approaching 20%
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics as of 7/2/2021
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A Quickening Economy
Coming Slowly Out of
Shelter
• What is happening? Why?
• Massive changes take awhile to be absorbed
• Social and economic opening
• Central bank actions and expectations
• Consumers come back slowly
• Small business decimated but..
• Business investment stirs
• Stimulus is mounting
• Mounting US debt is worrisome

Multiple Barriers to Growth
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liquidity tsunami
Delta variant
Jobs unfilled – 1.3 jobs for each unemployed
Fed taper talk and scheduling
Eviction protection and stimulus ends
China regulatory crackdown and military positions
Chinese Evergreen
Afghanistan withdrawal
Hurricanes
DC dysfunction – debt ceiling
Port closures and supply lines

Delta and inflation are wearing
confidence down
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There is Growth and Hope
• Manufacturing

Anyone surprised at home
process?

• 15 mos. of continuous growth
• Orders and backlogs are up

• Housing
• ‘through the roof’ prices 41% higher than peak in 2006
• Some breather coming

• Personal income and spending
• Jobs
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Will the Curve Move ‐ Ever?
Uncertainty reigns. Confidence,
inflation and continued growth must
continue to get it moving.
 Long rates only fixed income value
Liquid funds tsunami.
The inflation narrative is growing
as the
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Fed will have to actually say it will
taper before the rates move.
Fed will begin to taper, raining on
the long end’s long bull run and
giving short investors a reprieve.
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Changes Have Been Created
• Perceptions
• Strategies
• Investors as well as the Fed
• Fiscal versus monetary policy guides

• Debt
• US and local government debt – muni issuance

• Income differentials
• Stock markets and currency values
• Liquidity Stress
• Government and constituent relationship?
• Globalization trends may change
13

Stages of Economic Cycles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Expansion
Peak
Recession or contractions
Depression, trough
Recovery
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RECESSIONS ARE NOT NEW THINGS
•

And, this is not a ‘depression’ and neither were:

•

1970s
•

oil prices skyrocketed due to restricted output leading to the energy crisis

1980s

•
•

S & L crisis, out‐of‐control inflation, stock market correction of 1987

1990s‐2000s

•
•

technology sector crash, 9/11, accounting scandals
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The Fed as

st
1

Responder

• Emergency moves to zero on overnight rates
• Stopped the run‐off of 2008‐09 QE assets
• $120 billion per month
• Opened corporate credit facilities
• Expanded overnight and term repo facilities
• Lowered the discount window rates for bank borrowing
• Reduced the cost of swap lines
• Opened a CP liquidity funding facility
• Opened a municipal funding facility
• Borrowed $3T in 1Q to support rescue efforts
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TOOLS OF MONETARY POLICY
Discount Rate

•

interest rate charged by the Federal Reserve to banks that borrow on
short‐term (usually overnight) basis

•

Fed Funds

•

Overnight trading rate between banks on excess cash from reserves

•

Reserve Requirements

•

amount of money banks must keep on reserve at the Fed

•

•

Open Market Operations
•

•
•
•

Buying and selling Treasury securities between the Fed and selected
financial institutions in the open market
The most important tool; directed by the FOMC
Functions through the NY Fed
Creates the flow of funds in the system
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WHAT IS THE FED LOOKING AT AND FOR?
 US Economic conditions
International conditions
Impact of policies
Dual mandate success
Price stability
Maximum employment
19

Federal Reserve Outlook

Forward guidance projects current policy in place through 2022
FEDERAL RESERVE
STATEMENT HIGHLIGHTS
•

Economic activity and
employment have strengthened
due to progress on vaccinations
and strong policy support

•

Inflation has risen, largely
reflecting transitory factors

•

Aim to achieve inflation
moderately above 2% for some
time so that inflation averages 2%
over time

•

Expect to maintain
accommodative stance of
monetary policy until outcomes
are achieved

SOURCE: FEDERAL RESERVE PRESS RELEASE AND SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS AS OF 6/16/2021
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Historical Yields

LGIP rates remain anchored to Fed policy
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Investment Strategies Today
• Time to

• Extend ‐ the best point has been missed
• Look for short term value alternatives
• But be very careful!

• Bank rates will be low rates for some time generally

• Situations exert pressures on rates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rates are not rising yet but virus vaccine is key
Stimulus is two edged
Fed doesn’t want to go lower so has started new QE
Control on reactions
Economy stuttering ‐ when it restarts is the question
Retail sales and housing and manufacturing struggling
Trade tantrums, Brexit, politics and conflicts roil the waters
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Tomorrow and Beyond…..
•Some possibilities to ponder:
• Non‐essentials re‐opening should boost spending
• Will Americans turn into savers….?
• Income differences will widen equality
• Policy makers will need to continue stimulus – but how
much?
• Different relationship between governments and constituents
• De‐globalization and isolationism
• Certain market sectors will thrive – some falter
• Debt will take decades to work off
• Modified overall trade flows
• Which can improve trade balances
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Cash Flow Analysis

Historical Data will be your own guide on your portfolio
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A Strategy is needed

Your Portfolio
Cash
Securities
Total Portfolio

Your Asset Allocation

$6,000,000
$24,000,000
$30,000,000

Weighted Average Maturity

20%

US Treasuries

10%

US Government Agencies

1.94 years

Commercial Paper

10%
40%
20%

Your Maturity Distribution
7,000,000
6,000,000

$6,000,000

Municipal Bonds
Cash & Equivalents

$6,000,000

5,000,000

$4,200,000

$4,200,000

$4,800,000

$4,800,000

4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
‐

20%

20%

14%

14%

16%

16%

Overnight

0‐1 year

1‐2 years

2‐3 years

3‐4 years

4‐5 years

YIELD AND INTEREST INCOME INFORMATION IS ANNUALIZED. ALL YIELD INFORMATION IS SHOWN GROSS OF ANY ADVISORY AND CUSTODY FEES AND IS BASED ON YIELD TO MATURITY AT COST.
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT A GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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Linda Patterson
lpatterson@patterson‐mpf.com
512‐230‐1336
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Disclosure

Meeder Public Funds, Inc., dba Patterson & Associates is a registered investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Registration with the SEC does not imply a certain level of skill or
training. The opinions expressed in this presentation are those of Meeder Public Funds, Inc. The material presented has been
derived from sources considered to be reliable, but the accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Opinions and forecasts are all subject to change at any time, based on market
and other conditions, and should not be construed as a recommendation of any specific security. Investing in securities involves
inherent risks, including the risk that you can lose the value of your investment. Any forecast, projection, or prediction of the
market, the economy, economic trends, and fixed‐income markets are based upon current opinion as of the date of issue and are
also subject to change. Opinions and data presented are not necessarily indicative of future events or expected performance.
Meeder Public Funds, Inc., dba Patterson & Associates cannot and does not claim to be able to accurately predict the future
investment performance of any individual security or of any asset class. There is no assurance that the investment process will
consistently lead to successful results. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate, thus an investor’s
shares, or units, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.

Patterson & Associates
Barton Oaks Plaza II
901 S. MoPac Expy
Suite 195
Austin, Texas
78746
800.817.2442
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